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A CHANGING VISION LEADS TO BRIGHTER FUTURE 

 
by Eyal Bor and Jill Eisen 
 
 
The role of being an educator has changed.  No longer is it just about writing the finest 
curriculum, offering engaging lesson plans, and providing inspiring teacher development.  Our 
focus is now diverted to reaching out to unaffiliated families and fundraising. 
 
Throughout the country, we have seen a trend where families lost the need, desire or ability to 
be a part of mainstream Judaism and have chosen not to affiliate with synagogues or religious 
schools.1  As a result, the future of our Hebrew schools is in peril.  Funding for Jewish education 
is scarce, causing those in the profession to lose their jobs or reevaluate careers where they do 
not see a future.  Registration plummets after Bar/Bat Mitzvah as the desire to continue in 
Jewish education is no longer a priority.2  Something must be done to reverse this disturbing 
trend and regain interest in Jewish education.  The structure of religious school must become 
flexible and convenient for families.  The content must be tailored to meet the personal needs 
of the students, whether the child is from an interfaith family, has learning challenges or is 
advanced in Hebrew communication.  We have made it our mission to make our religious 
school Baltimore, MD strong, interactive, and prosperous. 
 
Being Jewish is not something that you can buy in a store. There are no waiting lists to become 
Jewish; rather it is a heritage; a religion; a way of living your life filled with pride, honor and 
values.  At Beth El Congregation, faculty, school committee members, lay leaders, parents, and 
students put our heads together with to figure out how to make Jewish education relevant in 
this complicated and fast paced society. 
 
We started with the hypothesis that if families have positive experiences in their Judaism in and 
out of the synagogue or classroom, they will strengthen and enjoy their Jewish identity and 
their ties to the congregation.  We took Jewish education beyond the Hebrew school and put it 
back in the family home and the neighborhood.   
 
Over five years, our religious school has evolved to be flexible, convenient, and personal to 
meet the needs of our families.  We worked with the Jemicy School in Baltimire to learn how to 
educate students with dyslexia and related language-based learning differences.  The director 
of the Jemicy School led professional workshops to train our faculty and provide them with 
tools that enable them to teach these students without frustration or obstruction due to their 
learning challenges.  As a bonus, all of our students benefited from this training in multi-sensory 
and hands-on methods. 
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Next, we took an ancient concept and gave it a new twist. The program called Chavurah 
Chadasha (pioneers in group learning) deepens the family understanding and appreciation of 
Judaism through intimate, intense, interactive learning.  Families formed a traditional chavurah, 
but used an innovative format that led to full participation in learning how to lead a Jewish life.  
The goal of was to eliminate the boredom of repetition and recitation that often occurs in the 
classroom and to make the components of Judaism (Hebrew reading, praying, Holidays, 
mitzvot, etc.) exciting, refreshing, and relevant.  Families took a journey that deepened their 
understanding and appreciation of Judaism and gave them Jewish learning and experiences on 
a personal level and not just on a school level.  Parents took an active role in their own religious 
growth and a participatory role in their children’s Jewish education.  Families participated in 
monthly Shabbat dinners, Shabbat services, and Tikkun Olam projects. Chavurah Chadasha 
made our large institution intimate and easily manageable.  It showed that Beth El, no matter 
how large (1750 families), has room for smaller groups, while, at the same time, offering 
members the big programs they enjoy. 
 
The Chavurah Chadasha program, now in its fifth year, has three different groups, including the 
original families, and has laid the ground work for additional programs. Families in 
neighborhoods nearly 30 miles from our synagogue asked for an easier way to obtain a Jewish 
education for their children that did not involve a forty-five minutes commute in stand-still 
traffic.  This led to the Hebrew School in Your Neighborhood program.  In Howard County, we 
combined Chavurah Chadasha with a satellite school.  Students, ages 5 – 13, meet in a home on 
Thursday afternoons and come to the congregation on Sunday mornings to join the other 
Chavurah students.  These families have younger children, so their needs are slightly different 
than families in the other chavurot.  They enjoy book clubs, play dates, Shabbat dinners, and 
holiday celebrations together.  Downtown Baltimore families, the majority of whom are 
interfaith, requested a weekday-only Hebrew school.  They meet in a museum, also on 
Thursday afternoons.  Students walk to the site.   They appreciate the creative, interactive, 
hands-on, and personalized attention the students receive in class.  In two years, the downtown 
satellite location has doubled in size.  We plan to open a second location, as well as a three- and 
four-year-old class this Fall. 
 
There are not enough families 30 miles north of our congregation to open a satellite school or 
start a chavurah, so we created a unique program to fit their needs.  These students attend 
religious school only on Sunday mornings.  They have had no prior Jewish education and do not 
have Jewish friends.  The first important element was to introduce them to a community of 
peers.  The next step was to help them catch up to their classmates so they did not feel behind 
or out of place.  Following the regular class on Sunday, these students stayed 45 minutes longer 
to be tutored in Hebrew reading and Judaics.  We are glad to report these students flourished 
in their end of year program and were looking forward to attending next year. 
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The lessons we learned from our various education models is that we must think out of the box, 
listen carefully to the needs of the families, and not be afraid to do the unexpected.  By 
developing these smaller Jewish communities, we are helping families maintain their Jewish 
identities and are empowering them to practice Judaism. 
 
 
ENDNOTES: 
1. See Jack Wertheimer’s article, “The High Cost of Jewish Living,” in the March 2010 issue of 

Commentary Magazine.  Also see his article, The American Synagogue: Recent Issues and 
Trends, in the The American Jewish Yearbook, 2005. 

2. See “Synagogues Try to Reverse Trend of the Post-Bar Mitzvah Dropout” by Joe Berkofsky, a 
May 24, 2011, Jewish Telegraphic Agency article   
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